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ABSTRACT
The expansion of global retail has significant implications for the analysis
of work and gender. Within the retail sector supermarkets as well as large
agri-food and manufacturing suppliers play a central role in transforming
production, processing, distribution and consumption across the global
North and South. Women play a critical role in retail value chains as:
consumers, customers, commercial actors, service providers; as workers
in shops, manufacture, farming and packing; and in sub-contracted SME
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and smallholder production. Global retailers are driving fragmentation of
work, with women often concentrated in more insecure and poorly
remunerated segments. Retail expansion often involves ‘commercialising’
reproductive activities traditionally carried out unpaid by women within
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households, transforming the gender profile of waged work.
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Global production network (GPN) and value chain (GVC) literatures often
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overlook analysis of work and gender (with notable exceptions). Drawing
on GPN/GVC and feminist political economy literatures, this paper draws
on analysis of gendered global (re)production networks (GGPN) to examine
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how global retail is reshaping embedded gendered societal relations in the
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global North and South. It assesses the gendered dimensions of economic
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and social upgrading and/or downgrading within GGPNs and the
implications for women’s empowerment. This frames an examination of
comparative case studies of agri-food and apparel goods sourced in
Africa and Asia.
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A GGPN analysis helps to unpack how the advance of global retail is
transgressing traditional divides between women’s (unpaid) reproductive
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work and (paid) productive work, and contributing to disruption of
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prevailing gendered socio-economic norms in many countries. However,
this is an uneven process, leading to both economic and social upgrading
as well as downgrading outcomes for women along retail value chains.
The paper considers to what extent this process can enhance women’s
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economic empowerment and re-shape processes of development within
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and across emerging economies.
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